
DF65 Rigging

More Stuff They Never Told Me in the Instruction Manual
Graeme Perry NZL 25

The instruction manual provides a good guide to building the rig, but a few refinements will help to squeeze 
out that extra percentage of racing performance.

Dyneema or Braid

Some people like dyneema; some like fishing braid.  Use both:

• Dyneema is super strong, flexible and light, so its good for sheets, jib hook-down and luff ties.  It's 
also perfect for threading through bowsies.

• Sheathed fishing braid is stiffer than dyneema, doesn't easily twist and works with bowsies.  It does 
a great job as a forestay.

• Unsheathed braid gives a lighter cross-section and will reduce windage when used for the jib boom 
topping lift, and backstay.

Dyneema (A), Braid with outer sheath, (B) Braid with no sheath (C)

What Knot?

The easiest knot in the world is the overhand knot.  Ignore the scorn of your fishing friends and use this knot 
everywhere.  

Overhand knot

A distinct advantage of the overhand knot is that the knot can be easily moved along the piece of chord to 
position it accurately.  Moving the knot can be achieved before it is pulled tight, by placing a small nail or 
something similar inside the knot and dragging the knot along the chord to the required position.
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Positioning the knot

Use a small dab of thin CA glue (Cyanoacrylate – same as super glue) on knots to ensure they don't unravel 
during use.  CA glue is available in three viscosities: thin, medium, and thick. Thin is best on knots as it 
readily soaks in.  Make sure the knot isn't touching anything while the glue cures, or it will be stuck there for 
good.

Forestay and Jib Tack (A+ Rig)

The crimped eye-spice at the bottom end of the forestay can prevent the sail rotating freely in very light 
winds.  The spice will sit up and bind inside the luff pocket preventing the jib luff from flopping over cleanly as
the boat goes through head to wind.  This is a minor irritation, but if you want to prevent it, a solution is to 
replace the wire forestay with a length of fishing braid.  This modification should only be necessary on the A+
rigs.  A, B and C rigs  are used in stronger breezes which tend to overcome the binding effect.

To remove the wire forestay, you may need to first remove the eyelet at the head.   The sailmaker will 
sometimes place the eyelet so close to the luff that there is insufficient room to get the eye-splice through the
pocket.  Tie a length of fishing braid to the forestay eye-splice and use the wire to draw the braid up through 
the luff.  If you had to remove the original eyelet, you now need to replace it with a new one.

Make a small loop in the bottom end of the forestay.  The shaft of the jib counterweight will pass through this 
loop and the loop should be small enough that the knot sits below the opening to the forestay pocket. Thread
the top end of the forestay braid through a bowsie and the forestay tang as described in the instruction 
manual.

The steel hook that holds the tack of the jib can also be replaced with a small loop of dyneema for a little 
more flexibility in the bottom of the jib.

A+ Forestay and jib tack

Luff Rings

The supplied wire luff rings are not reliable and should be replaced with short loops of dyneema.  Don't tie 
the loops too tight as the mainsail luff has to move freely.  To get the loop size about right, temporarily tape a
3mm drill bit, or similar spacer, down the front edge of the mast and tie the dyneema firmly around it and the 
mast.  Remove the spacer after the loop is made.

Place a drop of CA glue on the knot and when dry, cut the free ends as short as possible to ensure they 
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don't catch on the jib topping lift each time the boat tacks.  

3mm drill as a luff ring spacer

Jib Boom Hook-Down

The method described in the instruction manual for building the jib boom hook-down chord works fine, but I 
find it easier to build it the other way around. 

Start by tying an overhand knot to form a small loop in one end of a 100mm length of dyneema.   Use this 
loop to lasso the boom as shown.

 

Loop the chord around the boom

Measure along the chord 52mm from the underside of the boom and mark the chord with a pen.  Double the 
chord at the mark and tie an overhand knot to form another loop roughly 20mm long.  As you pull the knot 
tight, ensure the mark stays at the bottom of this loop. 

 

Mark the chord at 52mm

Put a dab of CA glue onto the knot to secure and cut off the surplus end.  You should finish up with the 
bottom of the loop very close to 50mm from the underside of the boom.  
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Tie a 20mm loop and finish with a loop of braid

Whichever way you build the hook-down chord, the important thing is that it will twist easily when changing 
tacks in light airs so use dyneema, not fishing braid, and ensure the full section of dyneema between deck-
eye 2 and boom is a singe strand. 

You should now add a 50mm loop of braid to make the hook-down easy to grab with your fingers when 
attaching and releasing during rig changes.  Use braid here as it is stiffer and easier than dyneema to thread 
through pad-eyes 2 and 3.

Sheet Guide Eye Positions

The instruction manual specifies the angles of booms when sheeted fully out to be 80º for the main 85º for 
the jib.  In practice these angles seem to work pretty well when sailing downwind.  However, if you follow the 
assembly instructions, you will only achieve these angles if the sheet winch gives you the full 115 mm of 
sheet travel and many of them don't.

The cause of less than optimal sheet travel most likely lies with your transmitter, not the winch itself.  If the 
transmitter is programmable, you will have a lot more control over servo range and end-point limits, but 
models of transmitter sold with the boat give only rudimentary control over servo range and you may have to 
live with what you get (or upgrade your transmitter).

You can compensate for insufficient sheet travel by moving the sheet guide eyes forward on their respective 
booms in small increments until you achieve the desired range of sheeting angles.

To measure the sheet-out angles, either cut paper templates at 80º and 85º, tape them down to the deck and
sight the angles.  Alternatively you can measure the distance to the end of the booms:

• Main boom – measure from the backstay (from as close to the the top of the backstay hook as you 
can manage) to the end of the boom.

• Jib boom – measure from the mast to the end of the boom.

Rig Main Boom Jib Boom

A+ 410 mm 225mm (75mm)*

A 405 mm 225mm (65mm)*

B 405 mm 225mm (65mm)*

C 410 mm 225mm (65mm)*

* Distance from front of jib boom to hook-down point

These measurements will get you pretty close to the recommended sheet-out boom angles.
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